MARYMOUNT PRIMARY SCHOOL
P & F MEETING
MINUTES

15th October 2012

Open – 7:30pm

ATTENDENCE:

Greg Casey, Bernadette Christensen, Anthony Touzell, Quentin McCarthy, Genevieve Sly, Kate Galvin, Patrick Crilly, Richard Treggiden, Shona Press.

APOLOGIES:

Tony Barron, Jenny Mellifont, Annette O’Shea.

PREVIOUS MINUTES

Minutes of previous meeting 10th September 2012 read and accepted

Tabled: Genevieve Sly
Seconded: Quentin McCarthy

TREASURER’S REPORT:

Greg Casey has asked the P & F for approximately $50,000 as donation for maintenance and expenditures for the coming year as budgets for 2013 are being set now. Further talks on where and when the money will be distributed will be discussed when funds are required in 2013. In-principle agreement given by the meeting for this.

CORRESPONDENCE:

College newsletters – 7 September, 14 September, 12 October

Bank statements July to September– given to Richard Treggiden.

P & F letter regarding e-newsletter ‘Parent Chatter’. Speak to Greg Casey about linking this e-newsletter to our school webpage.

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT:

Meagan Curry – QCT Professor Betty Watts Memorial Award for an Outstanding Contribution to Education.

Meagan Curry – successful application for funding for Cultural Languages and Literacy program - $15,000

Budget currently being frames for 2013 – BCE has sent out recommended increases for school fees, building fund levies, etc – Advisory Council ratification in November.
Enterprise bargaining 7 update – QTU taken up offer of 2.7% per annum for 3 years – Catholic sector to vote on the same.

Pupil free day next week – Religion in-service, cyber safety session and IWB training.

Sacre Coeur visit – Monday 22 to Friday 26th October – children being billeted.

Prep 2013 Orientation evening and morning session – Monday and Tuesday the 29th and 30th October.

Year 4 camp – 31 October to 2 November – Tallebudgera OEC.

Catholic Mission Day – Socktober – Gold coin donation – Friday 26th October

Swimming carnivals for years 1 to 4 – 22 November years 3 & 4, 23 November year 1 and 30 November year 2.

School disco – this Wednesday 5:00pm and 6:30pm

Staffing for 2013 not yet finalised – some contract positions advertised today.

GENERAL BUSINESS:

Just one thing – first draft circulated around to committee. To be finalised and put together by June 2013.

New church update – Jim Little-field gave latest update to Principals & Advisory Council and Greg and Anthony passed this on to the meeting – Church going to be built at the top of the hill where it was scheduled to be. Probably to start in 2014. Current set-down pick-up will have to be moved.

College building will begin in May 2013 till December 2013- ready for start in 2014.

Marymount college, Marymount primary and parish will be up for a large fee to create a carpark on sunlight drive entrance. Part of this is factored into the original building cost for church.

MEETING CLOSED – 8:15

NEXT MEETING 12 November, 2012